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Distributor of bags Sumus® for the collection of domestic biowaste and/ or bags Sumus® for the
paper collection and/or plastic bags for plastic collection and undifferentiated waste.
The capacity is variable depending on the type of bag to be distributed.

The distributor Sumus® is set by default to work in "stand alone" mode: a download/upload data from
a dedicated FTP area is provided. However, it can be integrated into computerized ecological islands.

Quick and easy integration with Sumus® distributor. adding:
» an export procedure - typically daily - of a text file
containing the list of service enabled (acces-list in the declination white-list and black-list)
» a procedure for the import of records containing the number of bags dispensed

In the case of installation of several distributors Sumus® in the same municipality, you can take 
advantage of the synchronization service (it avoids therefore that a user can withdraw the bundle of 
paperbags or the kit of paperbags on one of the distributors then go on a second to make a new 
withdrawal out of limit)
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LCD display 4x20 characters

Badge reader [magnetic cards / chips / Rfid]

vandal proof card selection card

product drop sensor

Black-list/white-list management

Registration and export of sack distribution data

Ethernet port for LAN connection

USB port for data import/export

integrated GPRS module (SIM by the customer)

UPS

Power supply: 230 V - 50 Hz

standard capacity: 120 packs of 50pcs Sumus® strapped 
bags (short side strapping superimposed to the side
long) in both directions

183

87,583

automatic 
distributor

PLEASE NOTE:
All information on the packaging may undergo changes due to production 
needs or specific agreements with Sumus® Italia Srl ISO
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